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I. I)IR~-\C'S GENI~RAr--J ~/II~TI-IOl) FOR (~O~SI"I{~-\I:\El)

Hi\MILI"ONI~~X S\TSTElVIS

Constrained canonical systen1s occur \vith ren1arkahlc frequency in phy
sics. :\Iax\vell's theory of electrol11agnctisl11, I~instein's theory of gTa vitation,
and nun1crous Inanifestl y Lorentz in \·ariant 111echanical S)1'stCIT1S possess

constraints \vhich in validate the strictly canonical classical systen1s. It is
clear that a correct Ha111iltonian for111ulation of a constrained classical systcln
is interesting in its o-\\'n right, as \\'ell as being quite useful in de\·cloping a

valid canonical quantization procedure for the syste111. Our purpose here is
to introduce the reader to the systclnatic trcatll1cnt of constrained I-Ia1l1iltollian

systelns de vel0ped i11it ially by I) irac (I 9 50 ) and to ind icatcits rcIat i() n to

quantum 111echanics \vhere kno\vn.
T'his chapter \vill deal \vith the for111al aspects of constrained 1-1 all1ilto

nian systelns. rrhc ren1aining chapters are devoted to specific applications of

the 11lethods. In particular, \VC \vill exan1ine relativistic spinless particles,
relati vistic spinning particles, the relati \,istic string, vector fields \\,ith ~\hclian

and non-...\helian gauge groups, and gravitation.
rrhe reader \vho v\·ishes to acquire a gcncr?l feeling for the applic~lti()n

of these 11l,ethods \vithout getting bogged do\\'n in details is ad yiscd to skinl

Chapter I, and then carefully study a falTIiliar systenl. (e.g. ("hapter 2, 4 or 5),
referring back to Chapter I \vhen necessary.

\\Te define a singular Lagrangian L (ql 'Yl") as one for \vhich thc \'cloci
tcs (jz" cannot be expressed uniquely in tern1S of the canonical 11101nenta
pI" = I.:L/2Y1o due to the existence of constraints a1110ng the canonical coordinates
and 1110n1enta fol1o\ving fro1l1 the for111 of the Lagrangian alone. rrhe pl-O hlerll

of developing a consistent classical H a111iltonian d ynalnics corresponding to
a singular Lagrangian systen1 \,'as apparently attacked first by Dirac (1950).

Subsequently Dirac (195 I), ...r\.nderson and Bergn1ann (1951), Bergll1ann and

Goldberg (1954), Dirac (1958a) and })e\'/itt (1959) refined Dirac's original
n1ethods. ...r\.n expanded treatlnent of the general constrained Hamiltonian

systelTI appears in Dirac's lectures on quantun1 mechanics (1964); sec also

Dirac (1969). IZundt (1966) and Shann1ugadhasan (1963, 1973) rcvic\v
some fine points.

Finally, \ve ll1ention several other approaches to the quantization of sin

gular Lagrangian systelTIs. Schvvinger (1951 (l, I95 1 b, 1953) and l)eierls (195 2 )

utilize variational techniques; SY1l1anzik (1971) gi ves an extended treatlnent
(see also the Appendix of rron1boulis (1973)). DeWitt (1967 b), l,"addce\' and

Popov (1967 a, 1967 b) and Faddeev (1969) ll1ake use of Feynlnan path
integrals to undcrstand singular systen1s. No attempt vvill be 111ade to treat
these methods here.
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'1'he forn1ulations of both classical and quantuln Inechanics ha ve under

gone profound changes in recent tilDes through the usc of modern mathernatical

language and ad vanced techniques of functional analysis. \\"'"e think that

ultin1atcly these concepts should be introduced into our treatlTIent to gi ve a

less heuristic vic\v of the subject than \,'"C have succeeded in developing so far.

V\TC have not pursued this lTIattcr in vic\\'" of the practical character of the present

notes. Their usefulness, \,'"e feel, is in providing a set of direct guidelines to

setting up a consistent canonical forlnalis111 for an an1azing variety of physically

significant systelTIS \vhile a voiding lTIany COn11l10n pitfalls .

...\. f~OR:\IAL I XTRODLCTIO\,

()ur forn1aI discussion of constrained systcnls hegins \\'jth the consider

ation of an action functional

(1.1)

..b

c= JciT L(qi' q,)

\vhere qi('r) is a canonical coordinate and qi = dq//d-: is a crlnonical \-clocity.

We confine oursel yes to I-Jagrangians ",'"ithollt explicit 7-dependcncc. I)cfining

the canonical n10n1enta as

(1.2) pi dL
--

dlo:. ,
Jl

\ve find the l~ulcr equations

(1·3)
ctpi 8L

c1--r Jqi
0

hy reqUIrIng the variation of the action S to be stationary.
If \,'"e choose for our l)oisson brackets the con\'"entl011

\ve ha ve

~~~\ 813
ciqi 3pi

2:\. 2B

cqi

(1. 5)
__ 61~

.I

\\' here 0;° is the Kronecker delta. Hereafter, repeated indices \vill be sun1111ed

over unless other\yise stated. The canonical I-IalTIiltonian

(1.6)

then forn1ally generates the I-Iamilton equations of motion

• -- f !-]"} - -~!!~q£ - tq£, ~c - djJ1:

.' {' H } dH c
pt == pt , c == - ~i~- ·
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NO\V \ve suppose that I ... (qi , qi) is singular, so that there is no unique
solution qz" (q , p) expressing the velocities in terms of the canonical coordinates

and 1110111enta. ..-\ necessarv and sufficient condition that I---t be singular is

'l'his is a sIgn that there exist certain prz'llzalJ! constraints

(1.8) 11l ==-= I " . . , 1\1

follo\:ving fron1 the forn1 of the I ...agrangian alone. "fhe synlhol « ~' 0 » is read

d \veakly zero" and 111eans that 9m 111ay have non\'anishing canonical Poisson

brackets (1.4) \vith S0111C canonical variahles.
l'he canonical Han1iltonian (1.6) is no\v not unique. \\7C 111ay in fact

replace it by the effecti ve I-I anliltonian

(1.9) H -~ I-I -L 1! (r'j f q lJ),~ lIe.-- c im I JJl \ 'L .

II generates lle\\' equations of lTIotion replacing (1.7),

(1. 10)

L~I-I ( "'I

ql' { q/ I-I l l',?m, j ~ 'dpz" 11 m lY;i

rrhcse are the 1110st general equations of n10tion consistent \vith variations

'dqi , 'Dpz' \\·hich preser\·e the constraints 9m ~ o.
In order to ha \·e a consistent system, \\"e require the '7 deri \·ati ves of the

constraints (1.8) to be zero, or to be linear cOITIhinations of the constraints so
they are \veakly zero:

Yu :--== { 9n , H}~ {91/ , 1-Ic }

I f I~q. (1.1 1) is not alread y true as a consequence of the original prin1ary
constraints (1.8), t\\TO possibilities occur. First, \\·e n1ay find that Eq. (1. J J

gives no ne\\T inforn1ation, but sin1ply ilTIpOSeS conditions on the forn1 of 11m ,

Second, Eq. (1.1 1) Inay in1ply a ne\v relation an10ng the p's and q's, independent

of 11m , These are seco/lc!ary constraints and n1ust be adjoined to the original
constraints (1.8). N O\V \ve repeat the process, requiring the '7 deri \Tati ves of

the secondary constraints to vanish, and so on, until all independent constraints
and conditions on U m have been found. If K additional constraints result,

\ve add them to the IVI prilnary constraints and sUInmarize the complete set as

(1.12) CPa(q ,p) ~ 0 , a =::: 1 " . " K + M == T.

Finally, consistency of all the constraints \vith the equations of n10tion requires
that there exist a solution for U m as a function of q and p
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so that H itself is expressible in tern1S of q and p;

H == H(q ,p) .

f~ollo\ving I)irac, \VC novv define a function l~ (q , p) as a first (lass quan

tity if

(1. I 3) { l~ , gJa } ~ 0 , tl==I T',

1{ (q , P) IS defined as secon(! class if

{ R , gJa 1~ 0

for at least one d. (Sccond class quantities are obviously anlbiguous up to
linear conl,hinations of first class quantities. :\ote that a second class constraint

squared is first class). ...~ll of our constraints I. 12) can no\v be di\'ided into

t\VO sets, one consisting of all the linearly independent ,/irst class constrain!.",

(1.15 a) Yi (q , p) .~ 0 , 1== 1"",1.

and the ocher of the rcnlaining N" == 'r --- I seeoJhi (lass (:o/lstrllints

I. 1 5 b) ~.x (q , p) ~ 0 ,

Xotc that hoth '~i and epx 111ay include secondary constraints as \yell as

pri1nary constraints.
Dirac (1964) has proven that the second class constraints \\'ill gi\'c 14 1SC

to a nonsingular :\ X X lnatrix of Poisson brackets \\'hieh \\'C \\'rite

(I. 16)

(\\?hcn COlllpllting (~xr~ , it is clear that onc 11111st not usc the constraint cquatiollS
until after calculating the l)oisson bracket.) Sincc the dctcrnlinant of an

antisynlnlctric nlatrix vanishes if the dinlension is odd, \\'C conclude that the
nunlbcr N of second class constraints ll1USt be e'veu. Since CY.r~ is nonsing'ular,

its in \'erse (~~~l exists and satisfies

\Ve novv proceed to construct fron1 any dynatnical variable ...-\. a lle\V variable

...-\.' \vhich has vanishing brackets 'lvitlz all secoJt(l class constraints. \\Te define

(I. 18)

and observe indeed that

A, -;\ { A· 1 C-- 1
- ...J.. - , ~a f a~ q;",

(I. 19)

-{' m l--- f ' mt.-o- ..I.J.., rY J l ...tl.. , rY J - .

Note that {A', ~i} IS not necessarily \veakly zero.
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No\v \VC sin1ply postulate that the Poisson bracket of t\VO quantities i\ and
13 111USt be replaced by the Poisson bracket of their priJnc(1 variables,

1.20) {A, B}~{-L;\" B'}.

Xote that although -L~' ~ .i\ , B' ~ B, the Poisson bracket {A', 13'} IS not
\veakly equal to {A, B}. If \ve define the Dirac bracket as

(r.2r) { A B }* - {,\ B} --- r " I. C· -1 f r B· 1
, - 1""1., l .Il.. , CPa J a~ l q;~, J ,

then \ve easily see that

(1.22) { '\ 13 (* (.\' B' I :--..-' {" \' 1·3 I ;::"'..: r '\ 1) 'l-Ll.., . f ~ 'l ..i.1.. , f'~ ...l.., f '-=- l"'l.., ) f·

If all l)oisson brackets are no\v replaced hy IJirac brackets, Eq. (1.22)
tells us that \ve ha \"e e[fecti \'ely chosen to deal only \\Tith first class constraints.
\Ve can set all second class constraints strollg(v to s('ro beca.use the l)irac 1)rackct
of anything \'lith a second class constraint \"anishcs:

F'r0111 Eq. (1.22) and the definition (r. 18) of the prin1ed variahle, \\"C inllllcdia
tely sec that {..i.~, { B , C }* }* ~ {i\', { B', C' }}, so the Jacobi identity

(1.23) {..i.~ , {B , C }* }* { B , {C , -L~ }* }* ~r- {C , { ...-\ ,13 }* }* ~. 0

is satisfied \\Tcakly by the I)irac bracket. ~'1oreo\"er, using the definition (1.21)
one can sho\v directly that (r.23) is actually a strong equation.

\Ve note here also the iterative property of the Dirac bracket. I f the
nUlnhcr of constraints is large, \\"e 1l1ay a \"oid invcrting large 111atriccs by

taking a sn1aller second class subset of the constraints and C0111puting the
prclin1inary bracket (1.21). 1'h('n S01l1e second class su hset of the rcnlaining
constraints is used in l~q. (1.21) \\·ith all brackets on the right hand side re
placed by the prelin1inary bracket. Repeating this procedure until all con
straints are strongly valid gi ves the same results as C0111puting the final IJirac
1)rackct in a single step.

N O\V \\Te are equipped to understand n10rc clearly the nature of the effccti ve
Han1iltonian A in Eg. (r .9). If \ve set

(1. 24) H == fI' == He - {He, cPr.(} c;rl qJ(),

then

u~ (q , p) == - { He , cp~ } c;rl

and H(q ,P) is the physical first class replacc111ent for I-I
l
·, \vhich coulcl have

1)cen second class.

\Vith the choice I.2-l-) for A, it is clear that the Hatniltonian is still not
cOlnpletely determlned: the equations of motion of the constraints are unalte
red if \ve add to H an y linear con1binatiop of the I first class constraints ~t'
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IS Eq. ~ I . J 5 a). \Vc therefore take as our total !-fani iltonian

(1. 2 5) 'l}' dJ, (q p)
l Tl \' ,

\\·here Ii has vanishing hrackcts\\yith all constraints c\yen though it contains

I arbitrary functions '(I", Since the '~i do not necessarily havc vanishing brackets

\\yith canonical variahles \vhich are not constraints, \ve ha vc nc\y cquations

of 111otion

1.26)
Ii i === {q£ , H } ..~ { qi , I-I' } + 'lj' { q£ , Yj }
pi == {pi, 1-1 } ~ {pi, H' } -1- 'lj' { pi , Yj }

\vhich explicitly involve the 'l}," S0111e restrictions on the functional forIn of

the 'l',' and their tin1e derivatives in tcr111S of the rj,. and Pi 111ay fol!o\y fron1

1.26) (see, for cxanlp1e, I~q. (5.22)).

l'hero1e 0 f the Yi in Eq. I . 2 5) is to gcnerate infi nites in1 a I contact t ran

sfornlations of the p's and q's that do not affect thc physical state of the SYStC1l1

',l)irac, 1964; 13erg111ann and Goldberg, 1935). Hereafter \\ye \\'ill refer to

such transfornlations as gauge transforn1ations.

]'he arhitrary functions 'l'i in H occur hecause the original L,agrangian

possessed I /{tllf<g-l' (Iegrccs oj.free{lo711 associated \vith the first class con·:;traints

'~t" \Ve 111ay fix the \'alues of the 'l'i C:) by choosing explicit fOr111S for each

gauge

~~1.27) Ii (q , P , 7) ~ 0 , I == J " • "

and inlposing thC111 as constraints llot follo\ving fr0111 the Lagrangian.

The choice of gauges (1. 2 7) should bc~ 111ade in such a \va y that the con

straints f~,. \vill cease to be first class: the Inatrix { '~i , Ii} should be \vell-defined

and nonsingular. Then \vhen \ve replace all brackets in the theory by those

consistent \vith y" === 0 , Ij === 0, the arbitrariness due to the 'l'i in Eq. (r .26)
\vill disappear. \,rc note that S0111e traditional gauge conditions in \'01 \'e velo

cities \vhich apparently cannot be recxpl-essed in tcrll1S of canonical coorcli

dinates and InOll1cnta; in such cases, \ve do not kno\\' ho\\r to conlputc the

n1atrix {~~i , 'Yi} and it seems that the L)irac 111ethod cannot be used.

In the end, \\'e obvious] y \vant to express the systeln in terll1S of the truly

independent canonical variables alone. It Inay happen that the obvious gauge

choices do not cOlnpletely reduce the phase space a vailable for particle Illa

tion dO\\'n to the size implied by the Euler equations. .~\dditional constraints

necessary to define cOlupletely the physical system ll1ay occur disguised in

the form of invariant relations. \\7e define the~i (q, p) to be invariant relations if

(r .28 a)

and

at 'T = 0

(r .28 b)
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(In Eq. (1.28 h), thc~ sign 111eans that all other constraints besides the ~i ha\~e

been set to zero). \\'e thus conclude fro111 Eq. (1.28 b) that ~l' vvill re111ain ~ 0

for all ~ if (1.28 a) holds.
In variant relations differ from constants of the motion in an essential

\\'ay. Constants of the motion are generally used to specify particular
solutions of the equations of n10tion, \vhile in variant relations are instead
conditions \vhich lllust be satisfied in order for a solution to be considered
a physical one.

In \Tariant relations can be \Tie\\~cd as ordinary secondary constraints

by using a Lagrange n1ultiplier )'i corresponding to each invariant relation
~i ~ O. \\Tc sin1ply express the 1110nlenta in tern1S of the velocities, so that

;/ (q ,P) can he \vrittcn as a nc\v function;i (q ,~), and take

as our nc\v Lagrangian. The Euler equations arc

d ClL 8L
+ ~ [\ ~i (ti 8~i ?~£) -f--~lT l'5q} 8~J

-
8q)

l

d),z" y-
c,i""' . dl:· d~,__ ]+ ~.
~l + )'i

~t

- 0
cit "-:z "". dt :l'all} ell]j

d 8L 2L
p~-

I
[~i r~cit 8),i dAi

- ~ 0
2

These gi ve back the original equations of n10tion, except that no\v the constraints
;i ~ 0 occur as secondary constraints follo\ving from the primary constraints
P;. =~ 2L/2~i ~ o. l'he net effect is to make the ~i into ordinary constraints
\\'hile the )'i disappear froIn the dynamics.

I-tet us no\v suppose we wish to in1pose all a vailable gauges and invariant
relations, elinlinate all arbitrary functions froln the equations of motion and
describe the systeln only in terrns of the truly independent phase space varia
bles. If \ve have properly chosen the gauge constraints and invariant relations,
all constraints vvill now be second class.

Redefining epC( to include all of the constraints, gauges, and invariant
relations, vve should find that the matrix C-x(3 == { epa , ep(3} is nonsingular. Then
Eq. (1.2 I) gi ves the form of the Dirac bracket consistent vvith setting all con
straints strongly zero and using only the proper variables to describe the Ha
n1iltonian dynaInics of the systen1. For sufficiently simple systems, this final
Dirac bracket provides the starting point for canonical quantization of the
syStCll1. This point is discussed further in Section I. F.

B. I-IAMILTON VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE \VITI--I CO~STRAINTS

\Ve no\v develop the ideas of the previous section frorn a slig-htly different
vie\vpoint.
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We begin by considering the Hamilton variational principle In phase
space, \vith the pfsand qfs considered as independent variables

o = ~S = ~f (~ 1" dq, - H d-r) =

=~f(~ ~ CPidq,-qidP')-Hd-r).

\Ve then find I-Ianlilton's equations,

8H
dqi

No\:v consider the entire set of constraints, gauges and invariant relations
\vhich restrict the phase space a vailable for the particle 111otion. rrhe 2 n

canonical variables pi , q/ can be reexpressed in ter111S of the 2,12 independent

variables

Z," , z" == I ,. . ., 2 'IJl

and the 21Z-27Jl contraints

i == 27/'l 1 , ... , 2/l .

l'hus \ve n1a v express pl" and qi as functions of the z's and of 7.,

(1.3 1)

Note that while pi and qi are by definition not explicit functions of 7, the 2 2"

111a y be expIicitIy 7 - dependent ; the expIicit ,:'sin I~q. (1 ..3 I) are necessar y to
compensate for any 7-dependence of the Zi.

)Jo\:v we consider the z/sand '7 = Zo as a set of independent variables,
neglecting for the 1110nlent the vanishing of the constraints. rrhen \ye find

(1.3 2 )

where

(1·33)

n 211

~ 2: (pi dqi - qi dpi) == 2: Ca dzcx
i=l a=O

\Ve see ilnmediatcly that

(1·34)

is just the Lagrange bracket of the ne\v set of variahles Za, including constraints,
\vith respect to the old sct of canonical variables qi and pi. If \ve no\v define
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the Poisson bracket as

(1.35)

we find the follo\ving properties:

2n

2: {Zk , Zi } (Zk , Zj) == ~ij
k=l

(1·37)

Equation (1.37) fo11o\vs fron1 the fact that

(1.3 8)

The equations of nlotion for Zi are no\v

(1·39)

\vhere (qi , pi ,'1") are treated as the independent variables \vhen conlputing
the right-hand side of the equation.

l'he action principle now can be written

N C\V, ho\\~ever, let us require that the constraints tJi ~ 0 hold throughout the
variation, so

~CPk-2m == OZl. == 0 ,

'The restricted action principle is thus

k == 2 JJZ - t- 1 ,. . " 2 II .

o = as = 0 j·(~ Ci dZi + (Co - If) Ch) .

The variables Zi, i == 1 , ... , 27Jt are independent variables \vhose Lagrange
brackets are given by Eq. (1.34).

Next \ve sho\v that the Poisson brackets of the independent Z/ are just
the Dirac brackets. If \ve define the Inatrix

a , b == 27Jl 1 , ... , 2lZ ,

\ve find that the Dirac brackets are

(I .43)
21Z

{
t;:I Z t * - {z ry t -- ~ { t;:I t;:I t C-b

I
{ <'":' t;:I t"'"' i, j J - i , 4Jj J ~ .v i , "-' tl j '(. "-' b , "'"'j j •

a,b=:!.nz-j- 1
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No\v \\"C ll1ultiply by the L.agrange bracket, so

~m ~n

~ (Zi, Zk) {Zi , Zj }* == ~ (z£ , Zk) {Zi , Zj}* ==
i=1 i=1

2n

ajk - 2: akaC~l{Zb,Zj}==
a,b=~m+l

== ;)jl.' ,

\vhcre k, j == 1 " .. , 2,ll and the sun1 can be extended fron1 2JIl to 2n h~cause,

hy :Eq. (1.43), {Zi' £j}* ~= 0 \vhen i == 2JIl I, .. " 2n. I'hus the I)irac
brackets are the in \Terse 0 f the restricted Lagrange brackets follo\ving fronl I~q.

(r .42), \vith only 2 III variables; by definition, the Dirac brackets lTIUst there
fore be the Poisson brackets of the restricted systen1. In other \vords, a simple
restriction in the nun1bcr of variables appearing in the Lagrange brackets
causes drastic chang-es in the inverse of the Lagrange bracket nlatrix; the
canonical I)oisson 1)rackets are changed to Dirac brackets, \vhich can be
expressed in terms of the original canonical Poisson brackets only by using

Eq. (1.43).
It is no\v tri vial to pro ve the iterative propert y of the Dirac brackets

mentioned earlier. Indeed, successi ve restrictions on the range of variables
of the Lagrange brackets gi ve the san1e final restricted Lagrange brackets,
and hence the san1e inverse.

C. EXTENSION TO INFINITE DEGREES OF I~REEDOlVI

\Ve no\v establish our conventions for dealing \vith classical field theories

(see, for exalnple, Goldstein, 1950; Kundt, 1966). The discrete label i on qi (t)
no\v becomes a continulun label x plus additional discrete labels i\, so qi

can be replaced by the field cDA (t , x),

(I.4S) L (qi , qi) --+ 2" ( <I>A(t , x) ;

T'he Lorentz-invariant action functional is then the integral over the
L.agrangian density:

S [<I>A(x)] = rd
4
x2 (<I>A (x) , 21-' <I>A(x» .

.i\t this point, \\"C lnust decide on a n1etric convention for treating co va
riant and contravariant vectors in four-dilnensional space-tin1e. \\7.e choose

(T .46)

-1 0 0 0

o 100

o 0 I 0

000 I

x[J. === (t , x) X!J.. == g[J.'J XV == (- t , x)
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i\l1 of our conventions are listed in i\ppendix i\., \vhere thev are corn pared

to other con ventions in comn10n usage.

I'he canonical I110n1enta arc no\v

and the Euler equations are \vritten

"'\ 32
~' !~~(8~--<i5A)

If the Lagrangian is translation-invariant, \ve find that the canonical

energy-lTIOmentU111 tensor

n~lV _
V c --

is conserved,

(r .50)

If \ve take the canonical Poisson brackets to be given symbolically by

(1.5 1)

\vhere 0 (x - )1) is the Dirac delta function, then the 11: amiltonian IS

(r .52) H - /.. d3 eGO - (. d3 (A ( ) d<f)A _ (fJ ~\
c - X c - X 1t t ,x 3t e>o-.. ) •

U sing the Poisson brackets (1.5 I) ,\ve see that He generates the titHe c\"olutinn

of the canonical variahIes through functional deri vati \"('s

dnA (t ,x) _ { A H") _ . BH/
--d-I---- - it , c J - - ~cDA (t ,~

N O\V suppose the systen1 has constraints

a = I,"', I',

following fro111 the fOr111 of the Lagrangian and fron1 the equations of motion

of the primary constraints. I'hen the arguments given earlier lead us to con

clude that the energy-1110tTIenturn tensor is an1biguous. Defining O;w as the
first class energy-1110mentum tensor, \ve replace the canonical tensor by the

total energy-1110mentum tensor

(r .55)

-

2
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\vhere the Yi arc the I first-class constraints. ...;.\s before, agreenlent \vith the
equations of motion nta y rcstric1- the v~~'J (x) some\vhat. F'ixing the gauge
degrees of freedom \vill fix the (l)~~') and elinlinate the arbitrariness due to
the l/~·l') fronl the equations of motion

No\v \ve \vrite the ren1aining N == T' --- I second class constraints as

rt. == I,···, N

"[hen \ve can define consistent Dirac brackets by conlputing

(I .36) C:l f3 (.'i- ,y) == { q:>~ (t , x) , q:>~ (t , y)}

and its InyerSC, \vhich obeys

(I .57) rd3 zc~tex , z) cy~ (z ,y) = Jd3 zCx"y (x , z) c:;l (z , y) === ~xi3 ~3 (x -- y).
~J

Equation (1.22) is then replaced by

(I .58) {A (t , x) , B (t , y) }* == {A (t , x) , B (t , y) } -

rd3 zd3 w{A(t, x) ,rp,,(t, z)} C;~\z ,w) {rpf;(t, w), B (t, y)} .
• J

(1.60)

I'he brackets for the systenl \vith all gauges and invariant relations imposed
can of course be conlputcd in the Stune ll1anner.

I t should be noted that the canonical generators of other synl111etry trans
fornlations of the Lagrangian may also require the addition of multiples of
the first class constraints if gauge conditions are not ilTIposed.

F'inally, \ve observe that one Inust generally supplement the definitions
of the continuous constraints (1.54) viith appropriate boundary conditions,
lest Cx ;3 (x ,_v) become singular. Our treatment of such nlatters here \vill be
purely praglnatic,\vith no attenlpt to rigorously define the nature of the func
tional spaces invol 'led.

D. OTHER POISSON BRACKET SURFACES

Instead of con1puting the Poisson brackets (1.51) at equal times, \ve may
HI fact choose a variety of surfaces (Dirac, 1949 a; I(ogut and Soper, 1970;
F'ubini, I-Ianson and ]acki\v, 1973). Let

specify· a suitable surface. Then the Lagrangian should Le re\vritten in terlns
of d).\ === 2<PA (X)/27 and the action functional should be expressed as

S = ( d" d3 cr!£' (cD,\ , <DA , 2<DA /2o) = rch L'
__' oJ
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\vhere the (i'S are a suitable set of three variables \vhich span four-space \vhen
con1bined \vith 7. rrhc canonical mon1enta are

(I .6 I)

l'he Poisson brackets thus take the forIn

(1.62)

In order to understand the nature of the Hamiltonian for a system using
a general Poisson-bracket surface l~ (x) =-= '"'=', we must generalizc the treatn1ent
of thc generators of spacetilne transformations. Let f;~ (x) generate a spacetin1c
transformation labeled by the index a,

(1.63)

For the present discussion, let us a void the complications of "t'-dependent
Hamiltonians by assulning that f;~ (x) is a sYlnmetry transformation of the
Lagrangian, so that \ve ha vc a canonical ~oether current e~ (x) \vhich is con
served, 2!J. O;~ (x) =-= o. 1'hen the canonical generator of the transforn1ation
can be shov~'n to l)e

where

(1.65)
dQa
d=r==o.

\Ve remark as usual that before we impose gauge constraints, e~ is ambiguous
and can be replaced by

(1.66)

when generating the equations of motion.
The Hamiltonians or (iynanzical generators of our system consist of those

space-time syn1metry generators \vhich change the Poisson bracket surface
F (x). The other, kine1natical generators are those which leave the surface
F (x) unaltered. For exalTIple, in the conventional equal-time forn1ulation
we have

surface: F (x) =-= .-:r0

dynamical generators: po , 1\1°£ (boosts)

kinelnatical generators: pi, lVI(j (rotations).

The Hamiltonian is takcn to be H === po because po generates the transforrna

tion from one surface x O == "r to another.
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In the null-plane forn1ulation of the dynan1ics (Kogut and Soper, 1970; see
also ...'-\ppenclix A), \VC have

surface: F (x) == :r - ==
2

cl ynan1ical generators: p- ==

kinen1atical generators: P+-

3 0 -Z" I 3· o·
2 (1' - l' ) ,M = yz (M' I - M ')

2

M+ i = /2 (M 3i + MOi
) , M'j',

\vhere i and j take on only the values 1 or 2. The generator M+- == MO:3

is technically dynamical because it generates a scale change of x"; hovvever,
it is son1ctin1es gi ven special treatlnent since it lea yes x === 0 unchanged.

E. DVNAl\fICS ON CURVED SURFACES

Dirac's technique is particularly suited for studying the Hamiltonian
forn1 of a theory in \vhich states are defined on a general spacelike surface
and not just on the special surfaces considered in the previous section (IJirac,
1951, 196-.+). l'hc basic idea is to introduce a systenl of curvilinear spacctinlc
coordinates uP- :=.: (1£0 , u1 , Zi 2 , u 3) into the theory in such a \vay that the equation
U O =:-:: constant defines a generic spacelike surface. One then forn1ulates all
the d ynanlics in ternlS of the up· instead of the original coordinates x p-. Note

that one is also introducing arbitrary coordinates 1£1 , u 2 , u 3 on the surface.

l'his last step becomes C01l1pulsory if one \vorks (as in Chapter 7) in a general
Rienlannian nlanifold \\?here no natural choice for the spatial coordinates
(such as uf == xz" in flat spacetime) exists.

The procedure (" pararnetrization") used for incorporating arbitrary
spacetin1e coordinates into a field theory parallels very closely the forn1tdation
of the d ynan1ics of a particle \vith respect to an arbitrary tin1e scale. Consider
for sinlplicity the case of a non-relati vistic free particle for \v hich the action is

(1.67) t I ( dX)2 !'

S [x (t) ] = Jdt 2- m di = JL, dt .

1'0 express the problen1 In an arbitrary tinle scale U, one re,vrites (1.67) In
the forn1

(I .68) , I'· I ( dx ) 2
( cl t ) -1 Jr.S [X (u) t (1{)] == du -- JIl ------- ---. == L" du

\ ," ..J :2 d u du u,

thereby introducing the original tin1e coordinate t as a nc'Zu (lyJlaflzical l'ar/able

on the san1C footing \vith the position x.
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The action in the fornl (r .68) is no\v invariant under reparanletrizations
u --->- feu). .i\s a consequence, the I-Iamiltonian

(r .69) H _. elt
It - PI du

vanishes identically. (T'hc I110tnenta in (I.69) are defined hy PI == ?L'l)
2(dt/du), etc.... ). ()ne also gets fro111 (1.68) the primary first class con

straint

(I .70) K [I , x ,Pxl ~ 0

(r .72)

\vhere In this si111plc case the quantity K is just

I( == + P.;/2 11Z •

rrhe constraint (1.70) 111USt be added---I11ldtiplied by an arbitrary function--

to the (vanishing) canonical Harniltonian (1.09) to get the total I-Ia111iltonian
\vhich then reads just

H == N£

and vanishes \veakly due to (1.70). l'hc arbitrary function N describes then

the rate of change of the physical tin1e 1 \vith respect to the arbitrary para

111cteru.
1"he steps taken to paran1ctrize a field thcory follcnv the pattern rc\·ic\\Ted

for the particle case. One thus introduces the four l\Iinko\vskian coordinates
y1.L as nC\\T fields on the SaI11e footing \\Tith the original fields <VA of the theory

at hand by re\\Triting the action

S [<I>A (x")] = Jd
4 x2>, ($,\ ; 2$J,/2x IJ.J

in the forn1

(1·73)

\vith

S [$A (u") , Xl' (u")] = Icf4 ug;,
.J

rrhe action \vrittcn in the forlll (Y. 73) is invariant under reparan1ctrizatiolls
z/Y. ~ fX ancl the theory has t;1US Lecon1e " generally co\"ariant ". ...-\.s a

consequence of this in variance the Hanliltonian is

(1. 75)

and \';lJ1ishcs identically just as it did in the particle casco (The momenta

appearing 111 (I, 75) arc defined by Tell. = i) [J J.t;, d 3
U 1/ i) (2xu j2uO) , . .. etc.).
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...t\lso, one no\\7' gets not just one primary constraint as in (r. 70) but four
prilnary constraints per space point vvhich are of the forn1 (4<-)

(r .76) 7tfL(U) + KfL(U) [<PA , 7t
A

] ~ 0.

A 11lore convenient, but conlpletel y equi valent, fornl of the constraints (I. 76)
is obtained by projecting thetu into one norn1al c01l1ponent

(r .77 a)

(Here nfL is the unit norn1al to the surface, a functional of the x fL) and three
tangential ones:

(r .77 b)

r[he ad vantage of the projected version (r .77) of the constraints is twofold.
l~irst of all, \ve replace the high] y arhitrary description of the motion in ternlS
of the coordinates u'X by a description in tern1S of deforn1ations of the surface
parallel to itself (governed by "~.) and orthogonal to itself (governed by ~;ttl')

\vhich has an invariant geoluetrical rneaning. Secondly, the change in the
field variables under a displacen1ent of the surface parallel to itself consists
only of the response of the field to a change of coordinates in the surface and
has no dynamical content, being determined cornpletely" by the transforn1ation
character of the field. \Ve separate in this ~Tay the part of the problcrn that
is trivial fronl the truly dynalnical part \vhich is contained in ~YtJ.. l\loreover,
\vhcn the constraint YtJ. ~ ° is in1posed as a restriction on the Hanlilton
Jacobi principal functional S in the classical theory or on the state functional
,~ in the quantum theory then, thanks to Eq. (r .83 a) belo\v, the constraints
.~. ~ ° follo\v as a cOJZsequence of YtJ. ~ 0, as has been sho\\rn hy IVloncrief
and Teitelboinl. (r 972). 1"'his situation is to be contrasted \vith the forn1ulation
based on (1.76) in \vhich the t\t\TO aspects of the problein are mixed and one
has to deal \vith four equations of the same degree of complexity.

1'0 obtain the extended Hanliltonian \ve add no\v the constraints (1.77)
to the original (zero) Harniltonian (1.75). The Hamiltonian now reads

(I .78) N£ Ye.)
1 •

'The arbitrary functions N1
(" lapse") and N i

(" shift") describe the \vay
in \vhich the initial surface is deforn1ed into another infinitesin1ally close one
(fig. I. I). SO, if ~~ is an arbitrary functional of the canonical variables of
the theory (\t\Thich include the x P-) one has

F[a t
] - F[a] == ouo {F, H}.

(*) In the particle case the quantity K appearing in (1.70) is the total energy. For a
field, the K p_ appearing in (1.76) are given by appropriate cOlnponcnts of the energy-momen
tum tensor. We refer the reader to Dirac (I949b) and Kuchar (1974) for an analysis of
this point.
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1'he I~oisson bracket in (1.79) is defined as

(1. 80) ,r 3 ( of{F G} == (I u ---------
, .J ' o(I)A (u) -t-

of oC; 'F' ("" )-"--,- -- ( <--)]"! •
07:"~ (It) \ )

In particular, \vhen applied to the canonical variables the111scl \·cs equation

(1.80) gives

(1.81 a)

(1.81 b)

(1.81 c)

r _A (0 i) B (0 ,'i\} __l I\, U ,u ,TC \1£ ,1t ) - 0 ,

(ih / 0 ,") __ R ( 0 , I '", I ~H ~ ( t' , 'i)
l 'vA (J£ ,U ,I" U, It ) J -- 0 A 0 iJ£ , U

-

and sin1ilarlv for the x!.L and itp_. l'he a-function in (1.8 I c) IS dcf1nccl hv

for an arbitrary scalar testing function! and it lllay be considered to transfornl

as a scalar at u and as a density at u f
• ( ...\ctually since a has point suppurt

the only' thing that 111attcrs here is that the sun1 of \veights at u and u' he unity

the allocation of ',veights to both points is other\vise arbitrary).

8 u0 Nr (u) ~r (u)

Fig. I. I. IJefonnatll1l1 of a coorclinatized surface. Starting fronl a given surface 0'. of con
stant uO-tiIne, on \\-hich a coordinate systcnl is defined, one goes to an infinitesill1ally

tlisplacecl surface cr' which corresponds to a snLtlI change ouo by lneans of a clefonll;1tion
N (u) = :\' 1 (u) n (u) :-:,r(u) er , \vhere e) is the tangent vector to the r-th coordinate line.

N ate that the defonnation defines cr' not only in the geoJnetrical sense but also sets a coordinate

systell1 on cr' by the prescription of giving the saIne spatial coordinates to the points at the
tail and at the tip of the deforn1ation.

The hrackets 1.81) are equal tin1e brackets in the tin1C UO \\'hich 111('ans,

for cxan1ple, that (DA and (DB have \·anishing hrackets for an arhitrary spacclike

separation.

Equation (I.Ro) can also be used in principle to find the brackets of the
canonical variahles for nonspacelike separations. '1'0 do this, one first solves
the equations of llH)tion and then expresses (D A (u'O) and 7t

B (1£'0) as functionals

of the " initial c()~lditions" (DA Cuo) and it
B (uO).

Let us finally n1ention a fundan1cntal property of.Y~ and <.Y~. defined

in (r. 77), nan1ely'" their Poisson hrackets (P.B.). It turns out that \vhereas
the form of the ~.L varies, of course, from theory to theory, there is one important
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feature COlTInl0n to all such ,Yt'(J.' naITIely the fact that the P. B. of any two of
thcn1 is a linear combination of the Y~1. themsel ves and this linear cOllzbinatio71
/s t//t sante for all tlzeories. What \ve arc en1phasizing is not the fact that the
P. B. of any t\\'O constraints is a linear conlbination of the constraints (first
class property)-this merely guarantees the preservation of the constraints
during the c\'olution of the SystClTI. \\That is remarkable is that the coefficients
in this linear con1bination (" structure constants ") are universal. As a matter
of fact one can derive the brackets of the ,~1. fron1 only tvvo assumptions (Tei
tclhoin1 1973 a, b), nan1ely: (i) The oY(u. are first class (other\vise the theory
is inconsistent to start with) and (ii) IIamilton's equations are integrable,
that is the change in the canonical variables during the evolution fron1 a gi ven
initial surface to a gi yen final surface is independent of the particular sequence
of intcrtl1ecliate surfaces used in the actual evaluation of this change. (A con
sistt~ncy' requirelnent tern1cd by ICuchal" "path independence of dynamical
evolution "). The result is (I)irac, 1948, 195 I, 1964; Sch\vinger, r962 b)

(1.83 a)

(r.83 c)

{ ,YC;. (x) , ,~(x')} === ~ (x) 0 ,r (x , x') ,

{oY~(x) ,~(x')} === o~(x') 0 ,s (x ,x') 4£J (x) ~ (,- v')Jl S \ 0 ,r \~\, ,A, •

rrhe quantity .Yt'r in (1. 83 a) is defined by ;Ytf === grs ,Y~ \vhere grs is the metric

of the uO === const. surface. (~ote that grs depends on the canonical variables
X!1. \'ia c£[rs == "'Jet.r3 (2x 'l./2u}') (2x(~ !-;u5

) , ,vhere "lJcx;3 === diag (- r, 1, I, r).
Lastly, it should IJC cll1phasized that the abo\'c mentioned \vay of deriving
the hrackets (1.83) sho\vs directly that those equations apply equally \vell
for any generally co\'ariant field theory defined on a Riell1annian spacetin1e.
\\le observe that I~qs. (r .83) hold also in theories \vhich are" already para
meterized " (i.e. generally covariant to start \vith) such as general relati vity,
for \vhich the generators ,Yf'(J. turn out not to be of the general form (r. 77),
as \ve shall see in Chapter 7.

I:;. QUANTU~1 rrI-IEOR Y .AXD CANONICAL VARIABLES

()ne of the I11ain 1110ti vations for de veloping thc !-1 an1iltonian d ynan1ics
of a constrained classical systenl is the desire to deduce the analogous quantun1
t11cchanical systC1l1; there is often a very close connection bet\veen the form
of the I)irac brackets and the quantu111-111echanical conl111utators. I-Io\vever,
in practice, the usual prescription

I.8-1-)

Inay he plagued hy ordering an1biguities on the right -hand side of the expres
sion for the IJirac hracket. Suppose, as in Section 1.13, \ve let the Zi (r) be the
2 III independent variables in terlTIS of \vhich the Dirac brackets are expressed.
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Then, according to general theorenls on canonical systetns (Jost, 1964; Kunzlc,
1969), in the neighborhood of any point l~ in phase space, there exists a local
set of 2 1JZ variables

(1. 85) f/(Z,7)

\vhich ohevs canonical brackets

(1 .86) { _. - }* ~ipt, qi == - OJ •

.:\ glohal treatnlcnt of phase space raises nontri vial questions \vhich can
be solved only in the fralne",rork of algebraic topology (Abraham and Marsden,
1967). Ho\vcver, here \vere interested only in presenting a heuristic discussion
of the forn1al aspects of the theory, and so \vill assun1e for sirnplicity that
pl' and qt' may be treated as global phase space coordinates. (T'he extended
)J e\\~ton-\Vigncr coordinates gi ven in Chapter 3 arc an exan1ple of a situation
in \vhich the glohal prohlct11S can be handled \vith kno\vn techniques).

In general, the 2 lIZ independent z/ s \\~ill he certain 7-dependent functions
of the canonical coordinates.

In ter111S of pk and qk, the action principle (1.42) can he \vritten

(1.87) o = oS = o. / · (-;- A~ CP d qk ".~ q'" dP) .._- Hd 7 ) •

Repeating the entire argu111cnt of Eqs. (1.32-40), \ve have also

(1.88)

\vhere no\v everything is expressed in terrns of the ne\v \~ariables qk and jk.
Thus

c === c === I ~ ( - k drJ~ _ - d;k ).
ex C( 2 ~ P Jz qk Jz

k=l ex ex

H === Co -- Co + H ,

where ty, === 0 " . " 2 1JZ and Zo :=: 1'. T'he integrands of }:qs. (1.87) and (1.88)
diff~r at 1110St by an exact differential which can be re1110ved by a suitable
canonical transformation on qk and pk.

A specific choice of the variables qk and pk detern1ines Co and hence,
fro111 (I. 89), H. T'his choice fixes the explicit 1'-dependence of the Zi appearing
in the equation of motion (1.39) \vith (q, P , H) ~ (q , p ,H).

Conversely, \ve Inay always perform a suitable 1'-clependent canonical
transformation on the variables qk and pk \vhich changes the Hamiltonian
into any desired function. If the Dirac brackets of the z/s do not depend
explicitly on ":", then the best choice for the I-Iamiltonian is clearly the one
\vhich assigns no explicit "r-dependence to the z/ s.
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'The I--Ianliltonian J-I generates the equations of motion

-~~- = { qi ' 11 }* = -~
11.9°)

Since all time-dependence of the canonical variables IS itnplicit, one Inight

call this a "Heisenberg picture" forln of the equations of 1110tion.

T'hc identification of q£ and p£ is in general necessary to solve the ordering

proble111s inherent in the transition fron1 classical mechanics to quantum 111echa

nics \"ia the correspondence principle. 1'he final goal, then, \vould be to find

a co\yering of pbase space by a set of neighborhoods, each one possessing a

sct of regular coordinates qi' j£ obeying I~I .86), together \vith the canonical

transfor111atiot1s relating the coordinates in the intersection of di fferent neigh
borhoods .

.:\ Inethod \\"hich s0111etin1Cs \\·orks in practice is to seck a c0111plctc sct

of independent d yna111ical variahles ...-\~ \\"hich have vanishing [rlnonz"cal bra

ckets ,\'ith all first class constraints follo\\"ing fron1 the forIn of the Lagrangian.

L..et us as~;;ume for the sake of the present argurnent that there are no second

class constraints~or, equivalently, that \ve are \vorking \vith a prelilninary

set of hrackets consistent \vith setting all constraints to zero except the first

class constraints and their gauges::' rrhen if \\"C dcnote by '~i the I independent

fi.rst class constraints and by y" the I corresponding gauges, \':c \\·;-111t variables
~.-\: such that

,. \
<I .9I)

:\O\V let

1.92 ;

?rx he the sct of 2 I ~'s and y's:

/1' "-?rx == ('1" 1 , ... , ''iI' Y1 , ... , YI)

]'hcn since the Yz" are first class, the in \~crsc of C",;3 === { ?'l. , CPi~} can be \\·ritten

in 1;< I blocks of the forIn

-1 [Dll
Car, ~ 11,

-- 21

I~--l on1 Eqs. (I.9 I) and (r .93), \\"C ilntnediately see that

{ ;\ * .\ * 1* cv { /\ * " * ")
...'l..(l , ....'l..b j ~ .Ll..a, ...l..b r

1'"lgar{llcss 0..1 the gauge clzoice. (Xote the contrast \vith the properties of ~-\' clefi.ned
lJy ~"I.I8~;'

In practice there may be a particular gauge choice for \vhich there exist

variables ~-\: satisfying

(r .95)
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in addition to (1.91). Yet another possibility \vhich son1etinles occurs is that

neither (1.91) nor (1.93) is satisfied, hut C;r31 is arranged so that (1.94) holds
for a particular choice of independent variables.

We see that the .L~: are a logical set of variables to usc in d~"\fining the
quantization procedure. The ordering probleI11s \\Thich occur in I11aking the

transition froll1 classical brackets to con1mutators are likely to be much less

severe for variables \vhich obey (1.94). t T

nfortunately, no general procedure
for finding the appropriate variables is a vailable at this tin1c .

.,.~ different procedure \vhich a \·oids entirely the usc of Dirac brackets
is to consider a I-lilhert space :Yt', not necessarily \vith positive-definite n1etric,
of \Jvhich the I-lilbert space ~~of physical states is a subspace. ()n ,Ye' one defines

operators for each unconstrained variable, \vith c0I11mutation relations corre

sponding to the original Poisson brackets. The constraints epee no\v appear
as non vanishing operators on .Y~' \vith \?anishing Inatrix elements hct\vcen

any t\\?O physical states \ a , b

< ai W I b
IIX o.

'rhe constraint conditions 1l1ay appear also in the stronger forn1s

ep~ a == 0 or < a i qJx == 0 .

I30th Eqs. '~ 1.96) and (1.97) arc referred to as su hsicliarv conditions. Such
conditions are inlposed on states of ,Yt)f in order to select the suhspace :If of

physical states \;\,:ith positi \'e norn1. 1"'he resulting theory has a ver:y synlnlctric

appearance, hut the price paid for simple cOlumutation relations is the intro
duction of a larger manifold states.

c~s our first application of the Dirac approach to constrained Han1ilto

nian systenls, \ve examine the relati vistic spinless point particle in the mani
festly Lorentz-invariant formalism. The action is taken proportional to the
path length,

(2. I)

2

S = - m Jcis == - m j
I I

It 1

dx~ dx' )2 ,

\vherc \\'"C recall that our rnetric convention 15 I == -- gOO == gIl == g22 == g33

I'hen \ve choose an arbitrary monotonic paranleter 7 laheling the particle's
position on its \vorld line and define

(2.2) dxP- (-r)
u~==--- .

d't"
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'rhus the Lagrangian is

and the action

L== 'Ill

IS in \-ariant under reparan1etrizations 7 ~ 7' I t is easy to check that

Det { :2 IJ'u!J. 2u" } = 0, so that L is indeed a singular Lagrangian requiring
the usc of Dirac's methods to define the Hatniltonian dynan1ics.

I'he canonical 1110n1enta are

'[he J~ulcr equations and their solutions are

(2.6 (7)

or eqlli\-alcntl~'

:2.6 b) cl2X~
71Z --- ---- == 0

ds2

})p.

III
s ,

\\-hcre s is the path length defined hy the integral (2. I),
rrhe Poisson brackets for variables at equal 7 are defined as.

so that

(2.8 a)

(2.8 b)

{ I)~ (-) 'l~ (.-\} _ ~'L
\. ,..1.--'J \ ~,) - --- 0v •

{ P~ ('-'1 p'J (,-\} == 0\W), \~)

Since we know the solutions (2.6) of the equations of motion, we may consider
Eqs. (2.8 (7, b, c) to give the brackets at ':" == S == 0 and C0I11pute the brackets
for variables at different points. Only (2.8 c) is changed:

(2.8 d) { Xl). (0\) x'J (s ')} == gP.') (_~__ ) •
" /' \, / Jll ,

='Jcnv \ve observe that the canonical Han1iltonian 'Zh7Jlz's,!zes,

(2.9)
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and so I-I c is identically the prilned Hamiltonian, I-I c == H' == o. 1'he vanishing

of J--I c is attributable to the fact that the Lagrangian is h01110gcncous of dcgree
one in the \"clocities. l'hercforc the m0111entu111 p:t is homogeneous of degree

zero in the velocities and no unique solution u!J. (x , P) exists. 1'his is typical
of a singular Lagrangian; the homogeneity of l)f

t is seen fro111 Eq. (2.5) to lead

dircctly to the first class primary constraint

(2.lO)

'The total Iialniltonian rnay then be taken to be

(2. I I) 2
1n)~0.

H correctly gcnerates I-Ian1iIton's equations of 1110tion In the arbitrary para
tcr 7:

(2.l2 a)

(2.IZb)

Exa111ining Eq. (z. l2 a), \VC sce that v can be expressed in ter111S of the velocities
uY', so that H finally heco111cs

I-I ==
21lZ

There is, ho\vever, still an arbitrary function in the system because the scale
of 7 (and hence the scale of u P-) has not heen fixed relati ve to x!.L.

B. GAUGE CO~STRAI~T

X O\V let us 111ake use of the gauge freedo111 in the action to fix the scale
of 7 and elilninate all arhitrary functions fro111 thc system. \'/e choose

2
7Jl ~ 0

Note that other choices of the gauge ep2 may be equally suitable (Dirac, 1949).
Our old first class constraint p2 1n2~ 0 is now second class. We n1ay
thus C0111pute the matrix

(2. I 5)

and its In verse,

o
Ce<[3 == { epa , CPi3 } == 2 pO

-2 pO

o

(2. l6) c-1
ai3 == 2 pO
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N OvV \VC replace the Poisson brackets (2.7) \vith the Dirac hrackets

(2.17 a)

\vhich are consistent \vith setting the constraints (2.14) strongly zero. In
particular, we have at equal T == xO

(2.17 b)
{ Plt V}* ~I.V + fLO Pv

" x == -g g pO

{ P!.L PV}* == { 1.L v }* ==, x ,x o.

We can no\v elin1inate the extra variables in the canonical systenl by using
the constraints (2.14) to set

(2. I 8)

The choice of H == !Jo to replace the original vanishing Hamiltonian is justified
by the fact that it generates I-Ian1.ilton's equations of Illotion in the nc\\? evolu
tion variable t:

dA.

dt

The velocities are thus gi ven by

JA. -L f.~ H 1*
dt i l"" f·

(2.20 a)

\vhile

(2.20 b)

(2.20 c)

cL1;£ == { z" H}* == { . i pO}* == pz"
elt x, x, po

__?pt~ == {pt' H J'l.* == 0
dt ' ,

T'hus
pi (t) == I)i (0)

Xi (t) == Xi (0)
pi (0) t

(p2(0) + nl2)~ ,

and the unequal tin1e bracket system IS

{ pz" (0) , xi (t)}* == D1j'

(2.21) { pi (0) , pi (t)}* == 0

{xi(o) , x.i(t)}* == t(o~i(p2 1· JJz'!.) _ pz·pi)j(p2 -t-- ?n'!.):)/'2.
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\Vc note for cOlllpleteness that our system is Poincarc-co\yariant, 'fhe
translation generators p,L are constants of the n10tion, as are the con1ponents

11°'· == tpt" - Xi 11 == tpi - Xi (p2 1n2)~-

l\l ij == Xi pi _ xi pi

of the Lorentz transformation generators M!-1'J. (Note that {Mo i
, H}* =1== ° but

dlYIOijdt == 0 due to the explicit tilTIe derivative in Eq. (2.19).) Defining the

Lorentz group structure constant

\ve verify the I)oincare group algebra:

{ pP., p'J}* == °
{MClr3, p!-L}* == g~La. pr3 _ g!J.r3 pC(

{l\l f
L'J, lVIC(r3 }* == C~~C(~ M°'r.

C. QUANTUlYl lVIECITANICS

]'he system of quantul1l,-ITIcchanical operators corresponding to the classical

relati vistic spinless particle can be deduced directly fro111 the Dirac brackets

of the previous Section. \Ve first define the Hilbert space nor111 as

(2.26) (rpJ rp) = Jrp*(x) rp(x) d3 x.

'Then adopting the convention (1.84), vve take Xi and pi to be operators satis

fying the equal tinle C0111111utator

(2.27)

(2.28)
t == ,.,yO == parameter == c-number

H == pO == + (p'2 -t- 7JZ2)k == q-number .

J-Ian1ilton's equations hecon1e

(2.29)
dA
dt

i [1-1 , -L~] ,

so that the Heisenberg-picture equations of lTIotion are

(2.30 )
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Since the algebra (2.27) n1ay be realized in the Schr6dinger picture as

\ve find the following nonlocal Schrodinger equation:

Hm (t , x) :::= (-_ n 2 2)~ (t ) . 89 (I, x)
T V nz c.p ,x == z 81 .

Iteration of Eq. (2.32) gives an equation of the same form as the local Klein
Gordon equation.

Requiring the I-Jorentz group generators to be hernlitian vvith respect
to the norn1 (2.26) gives

\Ve find that the J)oincare algebra holds,

'i [MQ.~, p!J.] == _gP.rx p~ _+_ g!J.f3 pC(

and in addition

Equations (2.35) and (2.36) are taken by definition to lnean that x j transforins
as the space part of a four-vector (Jordan and l\1ukunda, 1963).

rrhe extra ternl in Eq. (2.36) beyond that required by the pure Lorentz
transforlnation properties of x!J. occurs also in the classical Dirac brackets
and is interpretable as follo\vs. I--he gauge choice

is not Lorentz invariant, and yet the Dirac bracket procedure forces the con
straint equation to be strongly valid in all Lorentz frames. l"'his requiren1ent
can be n1ade physically consistent only if a Lorentz boost to a ne\\7" fraIne,

P'!J. ==:: p!J. w p
•
v Pv

IS accompanied by an infinitesinlal gauge transformation

,- _" ::. (_ ",..) -_ ~ I /-\ ~
~ /'" \, ~,.\, - ~TU~

consistent with the equations of n10tion. Classically, the change in x P. n1ay
be \vritten

x'p. C':) == x!J. (~)
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Our consistency condition is therefore

and so

Therefore, for a pure boost,

~. . . dxj· '0
(2.41) oxJ == x'J - x J == - d~ W Ot Xi + W J Xo

. pi . ( )
== + Wo; t -- H WO t x,' t .

Accounting for appropriate orderings of quantun1-mechanical operators,
this agrees exactly \'lith the change in .-:t.j generated by the boost operation (2.36).

3. RELATIVISTIC SPINNING PARTICLE

...t\. REVIE\V OF LAGRANGIAN ApPROACH TO Top

We next consider the Lagrangian approach to classical relati vistic spin
ning particles developed by Hanson and Regge (1974). The treatment gi \'en
here will be slightly n10re general than that in the original paper, \vhich dealt
only with spherical tops. In order to ensure Poincare-inyariance, unphysical
degrees of freedon1 are introduced into the Lagrangian. \\lhen \ve in1posc
constraints to eliminate the un\'lanted yariahles, \ve must use the Dirac for
malism to find a consistent I-Iamiltonian systen1 and a consistent quantum
system corresponding to the original Lagrangian.

\Ve begin, as \ve did for the spinless particle, by considering a particle
\vorld-line with points labeled by an arbitrary n10notonic paran1eter '7. I-Io\vever
no\v \ve associate with each value of '7 not only a position x!J. ('7) but also a
Lorentz 'lnatrix A!J.v ('7) obeying

A I.t AAV _ !J.V
A -g

A !J.AAV _ !l.VA-g

AOo > I.

Denoting 't'-derivatives by an overdot, we \'lrite the most general possihle
action as

't':J

S = Jd"t" L(xll-, :til-, All-v, All-v) .

't't

Now \\re argue that invariance of the systen1 under Poincare transforma
tions of the external reference fralne severeI y restricts the form of the Lagran-

3
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gian. I ...et us \\Trite a generic elen1ent of the l)oincarc group as ~fj == (x!J., AP
·v)

and choose the group ITIultiplication conventions

Right transforln: (x', A') == (x , A) . (a , M) == (1\1-1 x -+- a , A1\!I)

Left transform: (x', A') == (a ,1\11) . (1: , A) == (A-1 a + x , lV1A) .

With the convention (3.3), the right index of j\.!J.v refers to the external sjJace
axes of the system, \vhile the Ifft index refers to the internal body-fixed-axes
of the top. [I f the conventions for right and left multi plication in (3.3) \vere
reversed, the physical lneanings of the indices of j\~LV \\Tould be interchanged].
I t is no\v easy to see that

A!J.
v

XV } are right-Poincare-invariant
A!J.AAVA

(3·5)
.!J. + AA!J.A- V}% I,V X

are left-Poincare-invariant
j\I,P. AAv

Our description of the top \\Till therefore be manifestly in variant \vith
respect to space-axis Poincare transforlnations if we allo\\" the Lagrangian
to depend OJ1~V on the ten \'ariahles (3.4):

(3. 6) L (, ~ ,.~ A :\ - L (A p. ..'J "'\- rxy A[3 \\, .1: ,.t, ,~) - \J l. v .x , -'- _ y) .

Since the derivative of (3.1) in1pIies j\.../\T is an antisymmetric 4X4 matrix, only
six cornponents of j\j\T can be independent. Sin1ilarly, Eq. (3. I) sho\vs that
the sixteen variables j\r~J are rcally functions of only six independent variables
\vhich \ve \\"rite as CPt', i == I , .. " 6. 1'he canonical momenta may then he
taken as

The Euler equations become

(3. 8)

\vhile the canonical Poisson brackets are \\Tritten

We 'no\\! digress briefly to develop an intuiti vel y a ppealing notation for
the angular mOlnenta and their equations of motion. First \ve recall that in
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llonrelati vistic 111echanics, the constant bod y-fixed coordinate x' of a point
in a top IS

\vhere RtJ" is an orthogonal rotation matrix

relating x' to the space-axis coordinate x. x' is taken to be a time-independent
constant, so the tirne derivative of (3.10) gives

(3. 12)

here we define

With CJ:/ == ! 2/ik w jk , (3. I 2) becomes the usual equation v == w Xx.

If we now take the 7-deri vati ve of Eq. (3. I), \\"e discover the generalized
angular velocity

which has SIX independent components and reduces to (Jij == u/i \;vhen
j\'P'v is a pure rotation. Let us also define an angular change by

(3. 15) oOp·v == J\./'!J. 01\/ == --- Ol\.J·!J. J\./,v == - ~(f[l·.

\vhere

'I'hen vve can express G[J.v and ~O!J.'J in ter111S of the independent angular variables

~i as follo\vs:
!J.V [l.V ( ) •

(J == ai ~ <:Pi,

~n!J.V [.LV ( ) ~au == ai ~ a~i,

or

or

Compatibility \vith Eq. (3.16) den1ands that afv satisfy

darV

-Ji--

(3. 20)

a~'V (~) generally possesses an Inverse function \vith the properties

!.LV bc<[3 pc< vB p.[3 vc<
ai i == g g --- g g .

Using Eqs. (3. 18) and (3. 19), one can sho\v that

db~[3 db~V
bl.t') _~_ ~ b!Y.[3 L __ CflV c<[3 bC:"C

J d?j J - en' t
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